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20-year-old Lexi Sobado is a woman with a
psychic gift caught in the middle of a
sinister web of crime and corruption. The
victim of a stalker, Lexi finds herself
romantically entangled with the special agent
charged with protecting her. Thing is, Lexi
herself has worked for the intelligence
community in the past. What she hides, what
she reveals and what she keeps trying to
uncover become the juggling act our heroine
deals with as she tries to save her own life
and stop the killer.
For only $6.99: Lawyer Andy Carpenter will
have to pull out all of his tricks to get to
the bottom of this cold case turned white hot
in One Dog Night, the latest in David
Rosenfelt's popular mystery series. For six
years Noah Galloway has lived with a horrible
secret and the fear that his rebuilt life
could be shattered at any moment. Now his
dread has become a certainty, and he has been
arrested for the arson murder of twenty-six
people. What he needs is defense lawyer Andy
Carpenter, who most definitely is not in the
market for a new client. So Noah plays his
hole card: a shared love for Andy’s golden
retriever, Tara, and the knowledge that Andy
wasn’t her first owner—Noah rescued Tara
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first. When Noah wasn’t able to care for her
any longer, he did everything in his power to
make sure that she was placed in the right
home: Andy’s. Andy soon learns that the longago event that may destroy Noah’s life is
only the beginning of an ongoing conspiracy
that grows more deadly by the day. *BONUS
CONTENT: This edition of One Dog Night
includes a new introduction from the author
and a discussion guide
On her first day haunting a new school, all
Mimi has to wear are old Chinese gowns from
her great-great-great-great-great-ghostgrandmother. She wants to look horrifying and
rattle chains with the cool American ghouls
at school, but her ghost ancestors insist she
dress and behave like a good Chinese ghost.
Desperate to fit in and find a middle
haunting ground between her cultures, she
plans a ghastly new look. But she questions
whether her haunt couture is a fabulous
fright or a grave mistake when her family
finds out, and another ghoul at school
appropriates her Chinese fashion. This
ghoulishly playful ghost story offers a bootiful reminder that while sometimes school
and family can make you feel invisible,
bicultural pride never goes out of style.
Our feline companions are much-loved but
often mysterious. In The Inner Life of Cats,
Thomas McNamee blends scientific reportage
with engaging, illustrative anecdotes about
his own beloved cat, Augusta, to explore and
illuminate the secrets and enigmas of her
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kind. As it begins, The Inner Life of Cats
follows the development of the young Augusta
while simultaneously explaining the basics of
a kitten's physiological and psychological
development. As the narrative progresses,
McNamee also charts cats' evolution, explores
a feral cat colony in Rome, tells the story
of Augusta's life and adventures, and
consults with behavioral experts, animal
activists, and researchers, who will help
readers more fully understand cats. McNamee
shows that with deeper knowledge of cats'
developmental phases and individual
idiosyncrasies, we can do a better job of
guiding cats' maturation and improving the
quality of their lives. Readers'
relationships with their feline friends will
be happier and more harmonious because of
this book.
Warrior
Alice in Chains
Six of Crows
Kodiak Point #6
Tarka the Otter
Danger Signs

The Grishaverse will be coming to Netflix soon
with Shadow and Bone, an original series Enter
the Grishaverse with the #1 New York Timesbestselling Six of Crows. Ketterdam: a bustling
hub of international trade where anything can be
had for the right price--and no one knows that
better than criminal prodigy Kaz Brekker. Kaz is
offered a chance at a deadly heist that could
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make him rich beyond his wildest dreams. But he
can't pull it off alone. . . . A convict with a thirst
for revenge. A sharpshooter who can't walk away
from a wager. A runaway with a privileged past. A
spy known as the Wraith. A Heartrender using
her magic to survive the slums. A thief with a gift
for unlikely escapes. Six dangerous outcasts. One
impossible heist. Kaz's crew is the only thing that
might stand between the world and
destruction--if they don't kill each other first. Six
of Crows by Leigh Bardugo returns to the
breathtaking world of the Grishaverse in this
unforgettable tale about the opportunity--and the
adventure--of a lifetime. "Six of Crows is a twisty
and elegantly crafted masterpiece that thrilled
me from the beginning to end." -New York Timesbestselling author Holly Black "Six of Crows is]
one of those all-too-rare, unputdownable books
that keeps your eyes glued to the page and your
brain scrambling to figure out what's going to
happen next." -Michael Dante DiMartino, cocreator of Avatar: The Last Airbender and The
Legend of Korra "There's conflict between
morality and amorality and an appetite for
sometimes grimace-inducing violence that recalls
the Game of Thrones series. But for every bloody
exchange there are pages of crackling dialogue
and sumptuous description. Bardugo dives deep
into this world, with full color and sound. If
you're not careful, it'll steal all your time." --The
New York Times Book Review Praise for the
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Grishaverse "A master of fantasy." --The
Huffington Post "Utterly, extremely bewitching."
--The Guardian "The best magic universe since
Harry Potter." --Bustle "This is what fantasy is
for." --The New York Times Book Review " A]
world that feels real enough to have its own
passport stamp." --NPR "The darker it gets for
the good guys, the better." --Entertainment
Weekly "Sultry, sweeping and picturesque. . . .
Impossible to put down." --USA Today "There's a
level of emotional and historical sophistication
within Bardugo's original epic fantasy that sets it
apart." --Vanity Fair "Unlike anything I've ever
read." --Veronica Roth, bestselling author of
Divergent "Bardugo crafts a first-rate adventure,
a poignant romance, and an intriguing mystery "
--Rick Riordan, bestselling author of the Percy
Jackson series "This is a great choice for teenage
fans of George R.R. Martin and J.R.R. Tolkien."
--RT Book Reviews Read all the books in the
Grishaverse The Shadow and Bone Trilogy
(previously published as The Grisha Trilogy)
Shadow and Bone Siege and Storm Ruin and
Rising The Six of Crows Duology Six of Crows
Crooked Kingdom The Language of Thorns:
Midnight Tales and Dangerous Magic
Following the murder of Thomas á Becket, King
Henry II came to Ireland. He decreed that an
abbey be founded in his memory, and the monks
that founded it were to be free from city taxes
and rates. This ‘Liberty’ expanded and took in the
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part of Dublin which today is known as the
Liberties, one of Dublin’s oldest and most
interesting parts of the capital, occupying a
unique place in Ireland’s social and cultural
history. In this book, author Maurice Curtis
explores this fascinating history and its
significance to the people of Dublin.
It's been months since ex-Navy SEAL Jack
McCullen last saw his fiancée, Suz Molloy. He
was on the other side of the world involved in a
grueling black ops mission for Iniquus
Corporation at the behest of the US government.
Mission fail meant a special flight home, and an
ambulance ride to the hospital where Suz should
have been waiting for him. Devastated by Jack's
last death-defying act of heroism, life quickly
takes a turn for the worse for Suz. Terrorists
attack the school where Suz teaches first-grade.
Suz saves her students' lives, but her own
moment of heroism leads the terrorists to believe
she is a CIA operative. Suz is taken hostage.
When Jack rouses from his surgery to find Suz
missing, he knows something is very wrong. Led
by the psychic "knowings" of his Iniquus
colleague, Lynx, Jack risks everything as he
desperately tries to reach Suz in time to thwart
the terrorists' plot and save her. This time, his
mission is for more than love of country; it's for
the love of his life - his heart and soul.
His happiness isn’t complete until he finds the
missing lynx. Kodiak Point is a place where
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shapeshifters can hide and heal. No one needs
that more than Rilee. She’s not a people person.
Heck, most of the time, she’s running around on
four feet. She’s had it with the world and isn’t
interested in the big, brash man who thinks she
should smile more. If he pushes the issue, her
claws will come out. Mateo’s been banished to
small-town Alaska while a certain situation
settles down. The sleepy town is a change of pace
from his overbearing mother, especially after he
meets his perfect mate. Better woo her quick,
because once his mother arrives, she’s sure to
sabotage his plans. Before he can seduce his
mate, danger arrives in the form of poachers
looking to score a furry trophy. Rilee and Mateo
will have to rely on each other to survive. And
when the snowflakes settle, maybe fall in love.
genre: shapeshifter romance, tiger romance, lynx
romance, alaskan romance, romantic comedy,
paranormal suspense, paranormal thriller
Galileo, His Friends, and the Beginnings of
Modern Natural History
Where the Red Fern Grows
Weakest Lynx
Grizzly Love
The Eye of the Lynx
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond
between man and man’s best friend. Billy has long
dreamt of owning not one, but two, dogs. So when
he’s finally able to save up enough money for two
pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little Ann—he’s
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ecstatic. It doesn’t matter that times are tough;
together they’ll roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon
Billy and his hounds become the finest hunting team
in the valley. Stories of their great achievements
spread throughout the region, and the combination of
Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s
sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits
these determined hunters—now friends—and Billy
learns that hope can grow out of despair, and that
the seeds of the future can come from the scars of
the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top
100 Children’s Novel, School Library Journal's A
Fuse #8 Production A Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14,
NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million
copies in print! “Very touching.” —The New York
Times Book Review “One of the great classics of
children’s literature . . . Any child who doesn’t get to
read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has
missed out on an important piece of childhood for the
last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An
exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll never
forget.” —School Library Journal “A book of
unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written
with so much feeling and sentiment that adults as
well as children are drawn [in] with a passion.”
—Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy
and his two hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on
without getting a little misty.” —The Huffington Post
“We tear up just thinking about it.” —Time on the
film adaptation
Provides information on lynxes, including their
habitats, eating habits, and life cycle.
A USA Today Bestseller with a rascally bear Are you
ready to RAWR? Dr. Jess is his soulmate. His grizzly
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knows it. He knows it. Suspects she does as well, but
she just won't admit it. Good thing Travis is
tenacious. Even if he has to travel across an ocean,
endure scorching temperatures and survive attempts
on his life, he won't give up until he wins her heart.
Or dies trying. Welcome to Kodiak Point, where the
wildlife might wear clothes, but animal instinct rules
the heart. # 1 Kodiak's Claim , #2 Outfoxed by Love,
#3 Polar Bared , #3.5 Caribou's Gift, #4 Wolf's
Capture, #5 Grizzly Love Genre: paranormal
romance, werewolf romance, shapeshifter romance,
fantasy romance, alpha male, bear romance, military
romance, humorous romance, comedy romance.
werewolf romance, romantic adventure
Sim Atkins, Overseas Division agent, returns to
Earth, having saved the Moon base in Rose Gold. All
Sim can think about is finding the terrorists
responsible, but he has a new threat to face when a
nuclear wahead is stolen.
A Bayesian Course with Examples in R and Stan
An Andy Carpenter Novel
The World Book Encyclopedia
The Liberties
An Executive’s Guide to Building Competitive
Advantage in the Oil Patch
An Estuary Food Chain

Weakest LynxCreateSpace
The Lynx and the Telescope challenges the traditional
interpretation of a programmatic convergence between
the visions of Galileo and Cesi’s Academy, while offering
a new interpretation of the dynamics that led to the
condemnation of Galileo in 1633.
New up-to-date edition of this influential classic on
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Markov chains in general state spaces. Proofs are
rigorous and concise, the range of applications is broad
and knowledgeable, and key ideas are accessible to
practitioners with limited mathematical background. New
commentary by Sean Meyn, including updated
references, reflects developments since 1996.
Plotted and planned as a crossroads town along the
developing Milwaukee Railroad, Aberdeen, South
Dakota was first settled in 1881. With the arrival of the
railroad in 1882, Aberdeen flourished. It earned the
nickname of Hub City, serving as a railroad junction and
agricultural center. Aberdeen's ability to adapt to a
changing economy has led to steady growth and has
made it the third largest city in the state. Using more than
200 images, authors Tom Hayes and Mike Wiese take
the reader on a historic tour of Aberdeen. Drawing on
their immense postcard collection, they tell the story of
this tight-knit community and the incredible people who
are an integral part of its history.
The Parallel Worlds of Cesi and Galileo
Customer-Anchored Supply Chains
Knight of Stars
Stranger of Tempest
White Gold
Jack Be Quick
Even near death, his sensuality is amazing... She has only
one chance to tame him. Leo arrives on Tisana's doorstep a
beaten slave from a near-extinct race with feline genes. As
soon as Leo recovers his strength, he'll use his extraordinary
sexual talents to bewitch Tisana and make a bolt for freedom.
Tisana, whose healing powers are legendary, already knows
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Leo's the one who can help her fulfill her destiny... she can't
let him get away now. Forced together on a dangerous
journey, Tisana must reveal all of her powers, and Leo must
give all of himself to gain his freedom. The second book in
wildly popular Cat Star Chronicles, a paranormal romance
series featuring heroes with a feline gene that gives them
remarkable sexual powers. The Cat Star Chronicles: Slave
(Book 1) Warrior (Book 2) Rogue (Book 3) Outcast (Book 4)
Fugitive (Book 5) Hero (Book 6) Virgin (Book 7) Stud (Book 8)
Wildcat (Book 9) Rebel (Book 10) Praise for Slave, Book 1 in
The Cat Star Chronicles: "A sexy adventure with a hero you
can't resist!"—Candace Havens, author of Charmed & Deadly
"Fascinating world customs, a bit of a mystery, and the
relationship between the hero and heroine make this a very
sensual romance."— Romantic Times "You don't want to
miss this one"— Star-Crossed Romance
She's finally home but home doesn't mean she's safe.Found
in the debris of the plane wreck barely alive, Lexi Sobado is
finally home. Now, someone powerful, connected, and willing
to kill is after her. Lexi Sobado, the young Iniquus puzzling
prodigy, puts her expertise to the test as she faces a dark
enemy, threatening not only her and Iniquus, but American
defense and safety.Lives are on the line, can Lexi find the
puppet master in time?
The last thing Smokey should let himself want is this man, but
he can't seem to stay away... Every time Smokey stares at
the President patch on his cut, he feels like an imposter. After
all, that was not the life he was supposed to lead. In his
former club, he did what they asked, when they asked, and
that was enough for him. But thirty years later and the fate of
the Broken Chains resting on his shoulders, all eyes were on
him. Smokey had enough to deal with after the VP of Satan's
Souls got carted off to prison on his watch, but now there's a
dead man in an alley withPage
a cut
bearing the name of The
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Cobras. And Smokey knows they're not prepared to handle
the consequences if the Cobras' President thinks they're
responsible. However, the dead man isn't the worst part: The
only witness is a civilian. Eliah Burns was in the wrong place
at the wrong time, and it seems like fate really has it in for
Smokey, because Eliah is also the one man he's been
avoiding. Eliah has been in Smokey's periphery for years, his
little brother's favorite professor-and he's also the one-night
stand Smokey hasn't been able to forget. Now Eliah's in
Smokey's home, hiding from the men who want him dead,
and Smokey's trying to keep his heart from tripping and falling
for a man he shouldn't want while learning who is trying to set
his club up to start a full on war. Broken Chains MC is a
Motorcycle Club Romance series with dubious morality, mild
violence, and happily ever afters.
With coverage on all the marine mammals of the world,
authors Jefferson, Webber, and Pitman have created a userfriendly guide to identify marine mammals alive in nature (at
sea or on the beach), dead specimens “in hand , and also to
identify marine mammals based on features of the skull. This
handy guide provides marine biologists and interested lay
people with detailed descriptions of diagnostic features,
illustrations of external appearance, beautiful photographs,
dichotomous keys, and more. Full color illustrations and vivid
photographs of every living marine mammal species are
incorporated, as well as comprehendible maps showing a
range of information. For readers who desire further
consultation, authors have included a list of literature
references at the end of each species account. For an
enhanced understanding of habitation, this guide also
includes recognizable geographic forms described separately
with colorful paintings and photographs. All of these essential
tools provided make Marine Mammals of the World the most
detailed and authoritativePage
guide
available! * Contains superb
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photographs of every species of marine mammal for accurate
identification * Authors’ collective experience adds up to 80
years, and have seen nearly all of the species and distinctive
geographic forms described in the guide * Provides the most
detailed and anatomically accurate illustrations currently
available * Special emphasis is placed on the identification of
species in “problem groups, such as the beaked whales, longbeaked oceanic dolphin, and southern fur seals * Includes a
detailed list of sources for more information at the back of the
book.
Elminster: Making of a Mage
A Who-Eats-What Adventure in North America
Missing Lynx
So Not Ghoul
The Chosen Ones
A History
Alice in Chains was the first of grunge's big four –
ahead of Nirvana, Pearl Jam, and Soundgarden – to
get a gold record and achieve national recognition.
With the charismatic Layne Staley behind the
microphone, they became one of the most influential
and successful bands to come out of the Seattle
music scene. But as the band got bigger, so did its
problems. Acclaimed journalist David de Sola follows
the members from their inauspicious beginnings at a
warehouse under the Ballard Bridge through the
history of the band, charting: The local hair metal
scene in Seattle during the 1980s. How drugs nearly
destroyed the band and claimed the lives of Staley
and founding bassist Mike Starr. Jerry Cantrell's solo
career and Mike Starr's life after being fired from the
band.The band's resurrection with William DuVall,
the Atlana singer/guitarist who stepped into Layne
Staley's shoes. Based on a wealth of interviews with
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people with direct knowledge of the band and its
history, many of whom are speaking on the record
for the first time, Alice in Chains will stand as the
definitive Alice in Chains biography for years to
come.
In ancient days, sorcerers sought to learn the One
True Spell that would give them power over all the
world and understanding of all magic. . . . The One
True Spell was a woman, and her name was Mystra -and her kisses were wonderful. Priest Havilon
Tharnstar Tales Told to a Blind Wizard It is the time
before Myth Drannor, when the Heartlands are home
to barbarians, and wicked dragons rule the skies. In
these ancient days, Elminster is but a shepherd boy,
dreaming of adventure and heroics. When a dragonriding magelord sweeps down upon him, though, the
boy is thrust into a world of harsh realities, corrupt
rulers, and evil sorcerers. With patience and grit,
Elminster sets about to change all that. The result of
his labors is a world reborn and a mage made.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the
needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high
school students.
Found in the debris of the plane wreck barely alive,
Lexi is finally home. But home doesn't mean safe.
Someone powerful, connected, and willing to kill is
after her. Lexi Sobado, code name Lynx, is the young
puzzling prodigy with a psychic gift, working for
Iniquus. Her job is to support American security and
safety, as she hunts through intelligence pieces in
order to stop our enemies. This time, solving the
puzzle means saving her own life. Rival group Omega
has been contracted to bring her in dead or alive.
Alive would mean rendition and interrogation.
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Already broken from her Honduran imprisonment and
escape, Lynx recovers in hiding while she works
through the case. She is not alone; Strike Force is in
full protective mode, along with her Dobermans,
Beetle and Bella. Strike Force commander, Striker
Rheas, has won Lynx's heart, but in her world, can
there be such a thing as happily ever after? Right
now, Lynx's focus is fixed on the dark enemy,
threatening not only her and Iniquus, but American
defense and safety. Lives are on the line, can Lynx
find the puppet master in time?
Book Three of The God Fragments
Behold the Bold Umbrellaphant
Greater Sundas and Wallacea
One Dog Night
Defender's Instinct
Markov Chains and Stochastic Stability

It'll take more than his battle-hardened instincts to defend
her... CIA linguist Sabrin Harris's plans for a relaxing vacation
went up in smoke when twenty-six hostages disappeared just
north of her grandmother's house in Slovakia. Now she's being
called into action. Her mission is fairly simple. Not allowing
herself to be distracted by the hot-as-sin former Australian
commando who's sent in to help and defend her will be
infinitely more difficult. Iniquus Security operative Ryder
Kelly remembers Sabrin as the beautiful woman his dog
picked out of the crowd at a tactical K-9 competition. When
they're assigned to work together, Ryder soon realizes he could
fall for her just as easily as his dog, Voodoo, did. So all he has
to do now is keep Sabrin alive long enough to get to their
happily-ever-after. Easy, right? Their timing is all wrong.
Romance was never part of the plan. But with enemies closing
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in, the fragile bond Sabrin and Ryder have formed might be
all that allows them to save the day--and each other.
Welcome to a North American estuary! As you travel through
the swamp’s murky water, you wade through green
duckweed and push ahead to the moss-draped trees at the
water’s edge. Everything seems green and still. But the
estuary is full of life, from an American alligator lying in wait
for a cottonmouth snake, to a swarm of biting midges stinging
you. Day and night in the estuary, the hunt is on to find food and to avoid becoming someone else’s next meal. All living
things are connected to one another in a food chain, from
animal to animal, animal to plant, plant to insect, and insect to
animal. What path will you take to follow the food chain
through the estuary? Will you …swoop through the sky with a
barred owl chasing a mouse? Join a family of opossums
munching on a poisonous snake? Nibble on some water plants
with a swamp rabbit? Follow all three chains and many more
on this who-eats-what adventure!
Former agent Frank Compton races across the galaxy to
prevent an evil group mind from acquiring powerful alien
artifacts in the action-packed second installment of the
Quadrail series from Hugo Award–winning author Timothy
Zahn Frank Compton saved the universe once—and for that
he must die. Having temporarily stalled the Modhri, a sinister
alien group intelligence, in its evil schemes for universal
domination, the former Western Alliance Intelligence
operative just wants to relax in first class with his stunning, halfhuman partner, Bayta, aboard the worlds-linking intra-galactic
transportation system, the Quadrail. But when their peace is
disturbed by an annoying human passenger spinning wild tales
of alien art objects, and the pest is discovered dead soon after,
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Compton and Bayta realize there can be no rest. The galaxy
remains in grave danger. Now on a mission to find ancient
sculptures, relics of a long-extinct alien civilization, Compton
must elude a relentless special agent who believes him to be a
murderer. But that’s only the tip of the iceberg, for
everything ties into the Modhri’s secret war against all the
planets along the Quadrail lines—and the enemy’s unique
ability to enslave the minds of every creature it comes into
contact with means an assassin could be anywhere . . . or
anyone.
In Missing Lynx we follow Lexi from her home in suburban
Washington D.C., to a prison in Honduras. There she must
use all of her skills to escape the clutches of Maria Rodriguez, a
long time enemy who wants to use Lynx as a pawn in her
deadly game. Can Strike Force find her in time to save her
life?
Hyper Lynx
Birds of the Indonesian Archipelago
The Lynx Series
The Science and Secrets of Our Mysterious Feline
Companions
The Untold Story
Delta Force Echo: an Iniquus Action Adventure Romance

View our feature on Christina Dodd’s
Chains of Ice. As a wildlife observer
in the untamed mountains, Genny Valente
had no idea that a beast more fearsome
than any leopard lurked in the forest-a
man, one of the Chosen Ones, betrayed
by his gift and tormented by his
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memories. John Powell fled his fate and
his duty, yet in Genny he sees his one
chance for redemption. He will stalk
her, kidnap her, and love her as only a
savage can. Watch a Video
Lynx and the rest of the Cards are
heading south. There's money in their
pockets, beer in their hands and a
simple job ahead - sun, sea and not
getting shot at much. Throw in the
prospect of a bar fight and it's almost
a holiday. But the volatile Mage
Islands are a powder-keg, one just
waiting for a spark. A bloody-handed
exile perhaps, or the agent of a
foreign power preparing for war. Maybe
even a bunch of trigger-happy drunks
who've upset the balance of magic
across the Riven Kingdom. Or all three
together, that'd definitely work...
What do you get when you cross . . . A
toaster with a toad? A tuba with a
baboon? A clock with an octopus? A hat
with a chicken? An umbrella with an
elephant? Why . . . A Pop-up Toadster A
Tubaboon The Clocktopus A Hatchicken
and . . . The Bold Umbrellaphant And
what do you get when you cross this
book with a kid? Why . . . The Happy
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Kibook!
Statistical Rethinking: A Bayesian
Course with Examples in R and Stan
builds readers’ knowledge of and
confidence in statistical modeling.
Reflecting the need for even minor
programming in today’s model-based
statistics, the book pushes readers to
perform step-by-step calculations that
are usually automated. This unique
computational approach ensures that
readers understand enough of the
details to make reasonable choices and
interpretations in their own modeling
work. The text presents generalized
linear multilevel models from a
Bayesian perspective, relying on a
simple logical interpretation of
Bayesian probability and maximum
entropy. It covers from the basics of
regression to multilevel models. The
author also discusses measurement
error, missing data, and Gaussian
process models for spatial and network
autocorrelation. By using complete R
code examples throughout, this book
provides a practical foundation for
performing statistical inference.
Designed for both PhD students and
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seasoned professionals in the natural
and social sciences, it prepares them
for more advanced or specialized
statistical modeling. Web Resource The
book is accompanied by an R package
(rethinking) that is available on the
author’s website and GitHub. The two
core functions (map and map2stan) of
this package allow a variety of
statistical models to be constructed
from standard model formulas.
Chains of Ice
Aberdeen in Vintage Postcards
The Third Lynx
Thornghost
Lynx
The Inner Life of Cats
Customer-Anchored Supply Chains introduces
oilfield service executives to the twin concepts of
customer-anchored supply chains and customerapplications as important concepts for setting supplychain strategy to build sustainable competitive
advantage. Written for the executive responsible for
leading the supply chain organization, CustomerAnchored Supply Chains presents leading practices
for supply chain, proven in many other industries, in
straightforward terms, showing the applicability to
the oilfield service industry. The Customer-Anchored
Supply Chain: • Takes ownership for the broad
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supply chain from its suppliers’ suppliers to its
customers’ customers. • Segments its business by
customer-application to focus its efforts on providing
the products and services its customer’s value as
captured in critical success factors. • Sets its
strategic goals to simultaneously achieve supplychain imperatives (HS&E and quality), shareholderdriven goals, and customer-anchoring goals. •
Drives customer requirements deep into the sales
and operations planning, manufacturing, and
procurement processes. • Implements supply-chain
initiatives to tighten the links in the supply chain
value stream to deliver the products and services the
customer wants in short lead times, at the lowest
cost and with less inventory. • Delivers on the
promise of building sustainable competitive
advantage.
Fans of Gregor the Overlander and Five Kingdoms
will love this alternate-realm fantasy full of heartracing action Strange things are happening around
Niklas Summerhill’s home. A green-eyed beast is
killing animals in the woods, and the nightmares that
have haunted Niklas since his mother died grow
more terrifying with every night. When the beast
turns out to be a troll brought to life from his own
games, Niklas knows he has to stop it. With the help
of his lynx companion, Secret, he finds the source of
the magic: a portal to another world. But this realm,
once the home of peaceful animals, is also in
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danger. The evil Sparrow King is hunting down the
few survivors from a devastating war, and a dark,
blood-thirsty plant is infecting the valley. Niklas must
try to save both worlds. But first he has to uncover
the truth about his mother’s last words: "I’m a
Thornghost." From the author of The Twistrose Key
comes a fantasy brimming with intriguing mystery,
fast-paced action, and a cast of unforgettable human
and animal characters.
A classic of nature writing beloved by Rachel
Carson, Ted Hughes, and Thomas Hardy. Tarka the
Otter is one of the defining masterpieces of modern
nature writing, a model for books like J. A. Baker’s
The Peregrine that seek to transcend the boundaries
between the human and the animal worlds. Henry
Williamson’s tale of the struggle for survival draws
on his years of observing otters in the wild. It is also
thought to reflect his traumatic experiences in the
First World War.
Lynx is a mercenary with a sense of honour; a dying
breed in the Riven Kingdom. Failed by the nation he
served and weary of the skirmishes that plague the
continent's principalities, he walks the land in search
of purpose. He wants for little so bodyguard work
keeps his belly full and his mage-gun loaded. It
might never bring a man fame or wealth, but he's not
forced to rely on others or kill without cause. Little
could compel Lynx to join a mercenary company, but
he won't turn his back on a kidnapped girl. At least
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the job seems simple enough; the mercenaries less
stupid and vicious than most he's met over the
years. So long as there are no surprises or hidden
agendas along the way, it should work out fine.
Marine Mammals of the World: A Comprehensive
Guide to Their Identification
Chain Lynx
Black Betty
The Lynx and the Telescope
And Other Poems
Book One of The God Fragments

Her choice is arranged marriage?or death?Kira al-Attiyah's
hope for a bright future in the U.S. died along with her
father. Now, royal family tradition demands she marry.
Refusing? Not an option. Especially since honor killing isn't
just urban legend. She knew what she had to do. She just
never expected her intended to be a terrorist?Delta Force
operator Ty Newcomb's mission was clear. He needed to
make Kira fall for him, then secure an invite to meet her
fiancé. From there, taking down the man who has been on
the CIA high-value target list for over a decade would be
easy. The hard part would be not developing real feelings
for his beautiful target.With lives-and love-on the line, can
Ty find a way to get the bad guy and keep the girl? Or will
the price of completing the mission be his happily ever after
with Kira? Danger Signs is the first novel of Quinn's newest
series, Delta Force Echo, part of the World of Iniquus.
Some years ago, David Freedberg opened a dusty cupboard
at Windsor Castle and discovered hundreds of vividly
colored, masterfully precise drawings of all sorts of plants
and animals from the Old and New Worlds. Coming upon
thousands more drawings like them across Europe,
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Freedberg finally traced them all back to a little-known
scientific organization from seventeenth-century Italy called
the Academy of Linceans (or Lynxes). Founded by Prince
Federico Cesi in 1603, the Linceans took as their task
nothing less than the documentation and classification of all
of nature in pictorial form. In this first book-length study of
the Linceans to appear in English, Freedberg focuses
especially on their unprecedented use of drawings based on
microscopic observation and other new techniques of
visualization. Where previous thinkers had classified objects
based mainly on similarities of external appearance, the
Linceans instead turned increasingly to sectioning,
dissection, and observation of internal structures. They
applied their new research techniques to an incredible
variety of subjects, from the objects in the heavens studied
by their most famous (and infamous) member Galileo
Galilei—whom they supported at the most critical moments
of his career—to the flora and fauna of Mexico, bees, fossils,
and the reproduction of plants and fungi. But by
demonstrating the inadequacy of surface structures for
ordering the world, the Linceans unwittingly planted the
seeds for the demise of their own favorite method—visual
description-as a mode of scientific classification. Profusely
illustrated and engagingly written, Eye of the Lynx uncovers
a crucial episode in the development of visual
representation and natural history. And perhaps as
important, it offers readers a dazzling array of early modern
drawings, from magnificently depicted birds and flowers to
frogs in amber, monstrously misshapen citrus fruits, and
more.
Detective Easy Rawlins returns in a mystery set in 1961 Los
Angeles as Easy accepts a job searching for a beautiful
woman nicknamed "Black Betty," who works as a
housekeeper in Beverly Hills. 75,000 first printing. Major
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